Defend our constitution together, our right to informational self-determination and human dignity!

Everyone can join us! Protect and use your own civil rights.

Aktion Freiheit statt Angst e.V.
Rochstr. 3,
D-10178 Berlin
kontakt@aktion-fsa.de
www.aktion-freiheitstattangst.org

Donations:
Triodos Bank
IBAN: DE72 5003 1000 1060 9910 02
BIC: TRODDEFF1
Since 01.01.2011 according to §§ 52 1(2) Nr. 24 AO, the association is recognized as charitable, and donations are tax deductible.

Meetings:
Anti War Café COOP
Rochstr. 3 (Near Alexanderplatz)
Dates are shown on our website „About us”/„Regular Meetings”

Respect Human Rights
Restore the Right of Asylum
Asylum is a fundamental right
The asylum right for the politically persecuted was until 1993 a fundamental right enshrined in the constitution for everyone individual persecutees. The former CDU government cut this fundamental right in contradiction to the internationally binding refugee and human rights conventions. Asylum may only be sought in the first EU country, which the refugee enters (third-country regulation). There has been a list of supposedly „safe countries of origin“ introduced and the curtailment of legal protection.

The adaptation of the asylum law to the EU Directive 2013 / 32-33 / EU took the Grand Coalition in 2015 on the occasion, to introduce the further deteriorati- on of human rights. They defined further states as „safe countries of origin“ and the recognition procedure for Teenagers deteriorated, deportations in the sense of Dublin III and introduced a Duty to residence and limited the family reunion.

2016 after the big growth of the refugee numbers, more Human rights have been thrown overboard

• missing documents can lead to rejection,
• the family reunion is suspended for 2 years,
• even sick people can be deported.

Meanwhile, African countries are bribed with „help money“ to build internment camps, where a decision should become decided about their future.

Upgrading the EU external borders
Besides these regulations which practically canceled the right of asylum, the access routes to Europe became more restricted.

FRONTEX
Frontex, the European Agency for Operational Cooperation at the external borders of the European Union, was founded on October 26, 2004 to

• organize return operations, i.e. deportations to the Member States
• to improve the cooperation of police authorities, Europol and CEPOL
• to monitor the borders now even with speedboats and helicopters.

This „European security architecture“ is supported by the structure and network of European databases (EuroDAC, the Schengen Information system II, visa waiver, air travel data) with a comprehensive collection and storage of data from all people, out of many areas of life (biometric data, financial-, communication-, travel- and movement data).

For years now, we see that through this isolation politics countless people which are trying to get to Europe pay with their lives. Several thousands deaths per year are proven, and the dark number of the people, who drowned in the Mediterranean Sea is much higher. After international maritime law, obligatory rescues are omitted, ships were led away from those in distress with the warning „dangerous flotsam“ and helpers become persecuted with advanced trials of „smuggling“, e.g. against the captain of Cap Anamur, Tunisian fishermen and Sea-Watch.

Those refugees who are still with us and have done it actually, are „tolerated“ and allowed to stay for a while. This often happens in collective warehouses and without a work permit. Because of the racist everyday life, they will be disenfranchised or living as „paperless“ completely underground.

After the „welcome culture“ in the year 2015 even to those who got asylum is generated a hate by xenophobic agitation.

Inform and engage Yourself!
Civil rights work costs money.
Please support us with your donation!

We want to speak out and offer help!

We demand:

• restoration of the right of asylum
• stop the status of „sufferance“
• acceleration of the admission procedure
• family reunion for relatives